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David currier

To whom it may concern:
I wish to register my objection to the most recent Local Plan outlining planning decisions for
South Warrington through to 2038.
I am objecting on the following basis:
The Plan in its current form is not sound and I raise the following to support my objection.

1. Green Belt – the plan shows a total disregard to our green spaces and little consideration
of redeveloping Brown field sites first.

2. Infrastructure and traffic – The vast majority of the proposed plans impact junction 20
M6/ junction 9-10 M56. An area already struggling to cope with current traffic volumes.
Proposed plans will increase this to unsustainable levels and increase pollution beyond
dangerous levels. Local roads and schools will not be able to cope with the planned
increase in population and traffic.

3. Identity of local Villages – The identity of our local villages some that date back to the days
of Cromwell will be lost forever as they are engulfed in unfettered new developments.

4. Six56 – Wrong business, wrong location, wrong time. See all of the above. Selling this
concept on the basis of new jobs is fanciful at best. All the development will do is bring
more traffic to an area already overwhelmed with increased vehicle volumes. It brings
nothing positive to our area and certainly few jobs locally.

Please consider my objection as detailed above and review the ill conceived local plan before it is
too late. The plan offers nothing for Warrington town centre and does not address the current
issues relating to travel North/South/North over the cantilever bridge and other bridges
desperately in need of repair. It needs a major review sooner rather than later.
Yours faithfully
David Currier
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